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Presenting complaints

 Unit  

Emergency medicine

Background

Check up

ambulance, motorcycle paramedic, air ambulance, 

bicycle paramedic

Air ambulance, bicycle, and motorcycle may be suitable for 

inaccessible areas in towns; bicycles and motorcycles can get 

through traffic more easily, for example in a congested city centre, 

than a standard ambulance, but an air ambulance needs 

space to land. In many cases, more than one type of response may 

come into play at one time. The same applies in rural areas, but areas

that are remote from hospitals / clinics may need an ambulance. 

In both these last two cases, the air ambulance is quicker.

 Tip
Encourage students to talk about what 

emergency services were like in the past 

and what future services might be like 

or what services they would like to see 

introduced.

 Additional activity
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Emergency medicine  

Listening 
Listening for detail

Patient: Mr Stone

Doctor: Dr Tariq

Paramedic: Amir

Sequence of events

Place: walking along the street / Cambridge Street in town

Description of the event: his wife just fainted, tried to get her 

upright, started twitching quite violently

Reaction to the event: He found it scary

Before the event: feeling a bit unwell, had almost fainted, felt a bit 

woozy, a bit dizzy, yawning repeatedly, all of a sudden, lying on the 

ground, just tired before she fell, eyesight nothing, hearing a bit 

funny, wasn’t hearing clearly, no vomiting, when she fell, crumpled 

to the ground slowly and silently, didn’t cry out, no warning sign at 

all, passed out once before about a month ago, hasn’t been feeling 

well off and on over summer, thought it was the heat.

After the event: came round very rapidly, dialled , a paramedic 

appeared almost instantly, ambulance almost immediately 

afterwards, seizure / epilepsy?

  Past events: passed out once before about a month ago

Vocabulary
Adverbs: describing how things happened

suddenly, violently

 abruptly

 profusely

 rapidly (In a seizure this would happen slowly.)

 Embarrassingly

 convulsively

 clearly

 typically

 spontaneously

 completely

 reliably

Patient: , , , , 

Medical professional: , , , , 

 Tip
Point out the importance of being able to 

process very basic detail at speed. Point 

out the difference between the need 

for medical accuracy and the need for 

linguistic accuracy, especially in processing 

a sequence of information under pressure 

in an emergency and also from a third party 

rather than from a patient.

 Additional activity

 Tip
Adverbs are important here because they 

can give detail about the manner / way in 

which something happens.

 Additional activity
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 Unit  

Patient care

a technical – after the attack

b non-technical – seizure

c technical – to soil / mess / dirty yourself

d technical – faint

e non-technical – a prodrome

f technical – to wet yourself

g technical – lying flat

h technical – to twitch

i non-technical – to discriminate

Speaking

Language spot
Rapid tense change

b  f  f  f  f  f  f  d  c  f  f  b  f

 f  e  f

 c  d  a  b  e

 were walking, passed out 

 has never had, experienced

  had been / was admitted, became

  has never suffered, has been feeling

  was yawning, has not done, fainted

  had fallen / fell, started, tried

  was lying, wasn’t shaking

 happened, fell

  bit, messed, has been feeling

 Additional activity

 Additional activity

 Tip
Aim to have the students combine accuracy 

with speed when they practise and use the 

tenses.

 Additional activity
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Emergency medicine  

 We were eating in a restaurant, when I suddenly felt woozy

 and I fainted. This has never happened before.

 Ahmed had never been ill before, but he felt unwell 

 yesterday. He abruptly cried and then passed out.

 We were travelling by train to the city. He had not eaten since 

 the morning. He vomited and we came straight here.

 Mary has been having fainting fits for the past few days. She was 

 doing a lot of running around when it happened the second 

 time. She has never had them before. And none of us have had 

 them, either.

 She was getting out of bed when she came over all giddy, but she 

 had had it before, so we thought nothing of it.

Speaking

 Fever, cough production of sputum, breathlessness, pleuritic, 

 chest pain, myalgia, rigors, haemoptysis. See Unit  on 

 Respiratory medicine.

 Perforation, stenosis, slight poisoning, corrosive damage 

It’s my job

 more rapidly

 more sophisticated

 simultaneously

 not mentioned

 exceed

 Tip
Before the students do the role-play, ask 

two students to describe the signs and 

symptoms in each case to ensure medical 

accuracy. Allocate no more than two or 

three minutes for each case.

 Tip
Encourage students to focus only on the 

criteria they have chosen. But also allow 

brief feedback on the medical detail.

 Additional activity
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Language spot
Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs

to request further assistance

more potentially life-threatening,  calls elsewhere in the City

which we can negotiate more quickly and easily than ambulances

 per cent of the most serious, ‘category A’,  calls

This response is much quicker than

 longer  more serious / worse  wetter

 violently  less drowsy  shallower

 the worst  livelier  more frequently

 He is much bigger than the last time you brought him to see us.

 This is by far the best hospital I have ever been in.

 How does this compare to the most severe pain you’ve had?

 It’s easier to walk now than it was before the operation.

 He was sweating more / less profusely than before.

 His heart is beating less irregularly than before. It’s almost back 

 to normal.

 I’m pleased. John is less stressed than he was last year.

 He needs more exercise to get the full movement back.

Listening 
Description of an emergency incident

Possible answer

It saves lives while waiting for an ambulance to transport someone 

to hospital.

See the listening script on p. .

and  lost (consciousness)

 dialled ( )

 began (attempts to resuscitate him)

 (was able to) restart

 took (Mr Edwards to hospital)

 Additional activity

 Tip
Write up on the board good 

examples of the students’ use of the 

comparative / superlative for the class to 

look at.

 Additional activity
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Emergency medicine  

Reading

 Medicine is changing rapidly with advances in technology and 

 new treatments. So it is easy for health professionals to get 

 left behind if they don’t keep up to date.

 undergo  institute  needs

 draw up  underlie

 amend  relevant

 Not all (rather than All)

 GMC (General Medical Council) 

 (not the College of Emergency Medicine)

 Remove the word considerably as there are many contributors 

 not just one which is making a huge contribution.

 complements (not replaces)

 each doctor (not the College of Medicine)

Project

A job specification, or job spec, is a description of a post to which 

applicants match their experience, education, qualifications, 

and qualities and state why they are suitable for the post.

Writing
A job application

Speaking

Checklist

 Tip
Ask students to make a list of activities 

that might be involved in Continuing 

Professional Development in answer to . 

Ask them what activities they have done 

themselves and what they intend to do.

When they have finished the reading 

exercises, ask them to look at the list again 

and add to it if they want.

Students can keep a copy of the list and 

refer / add to it throughout the course.

 Tip
Get student to discuss the different ways 

posts are advertised and filled in their own 

countries or where they are working.

 Tip
Make sure that the students’ work is 

individual and that they do not copy each 

other. Point out that in the UK, the job 

market is very competitive.

 Tip
Refer the students to the quotation at the 

top of p.  in Medicine : Know thyself 

(in Greek). Remind students that the 

application details must match what they 

say at interview.
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